
LU still wants to cut 953 positions and close
every ticket office. Figures show huge cuts –
e.g., Oxford Circus could lose five posts; there
will be lone working on up to 50% of the
network.

Many of us face pay cuts. Either we pass a
test to do a higher-grade job and keep our
wage, or fail and face a pay cut because LU is
downgrading/abolishing current jobs like
SCRAs and SAMFs.   

Up to 3,000 of us face displacement. LU
doesn’t care if disabilities or caring
responsibilities mean we can’t travel huge
distances. Every CSA from outer London will
be moved to the centre. 

Cuts are not inevitable!
Every time we've struck, we've pushed LU
back; we’ve delayed implementation to
2015/2016. Next year there will be a general
election. 

If we can combine our industrial action
with a strong political campaign, we can keep
pushing and defeat these plans altogether. 

A strategy for a
fightback:
• We need to plan action that will beat
management.  We need to kick the campaign
off again with a strike, but one or two day
strikes won’t be enough so we need a program
that escalates action to pile pressure on LU.
Actions short of strikes should be used to
maintain pressure.
• All unions should organise meetings where
we can plan what action stations, drivers,
engineers, service control, etc., can carry out
with most effect, just like driver members did

when planning the action that reinstated
Eamonn Lynch and Arwyn Thomas…
• We need leaflets stating our goals, demands
and strategy around all workplaces.
• Action should be coordinated with other
disputes across the combine, e.g. ISS cleaners’
lock out and the TfL pensions strike. 
• We should explore coordination with public
sector unions’ strikes where possible. Unison
members will strike over low pay again on 28
September. Other public sector unions may
join in. Our program of action could include 28
September, to strike alongside millions of
workers.
• We need solidarity between all grades.
Stations cuts are 6% of LU’s planned savings:
maintenance and other grades will be hit next;
driverless trains are coming.
• We need unity between the unions! We
welcome RMT and TSSA’s joint letter to Phil
Hufton. We continue to appeal to every ASLEF
member to support industrial action. RMT
members should not be held back from striking
alone if other unions won't act. 
• RMT in London is setting up a fund to
support people in financial hardship from
industrial action. The RMT should also agree to
pay strike pay from its national disputes fund
to help us take enough strike action to win.   
• We should expand the political/ public

campaigning. The union’s “Listen to London”
conference on 26 July gathered public and
community opposition to the cuts. We have an
opportunity in the run up to the 2015 general
election to make ticket office closures and tube
cuts into an election issue. 

Let’s build industrial and political
opposition to defeat these cuts. As the late
Bob Crow memorably said at the launch of
this campaign, we need to tell LU: “Take
these proposals and stick them up your arse!”
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HUGE STAFFING CUTS, TICKET OFFICE CLOSURES,
AND PAY CUTS CREEP CLOSER...

TAKE ACTION TO STOP CUTS!

Vote John
Leach for
GS!

Tubeworker is backing
John Leach in the RMT
General Secretary election. Here’s why:

Effective militancy
John’s militancy is not about shouting
loudest, but organising to win. John
negotiates effectively with management
and backs this up with industrial action
when it works for us.     

Equalities
We believe John is the candidate most
committed to placing equalities at the heart
of what the RMT does. In fighting Tube
cuts, John has highlighted the impact on
women, LGBT, disabled and black and
ethnic minority workers.

Democracy
John encourages discussion and debate. He
lets us make decisions about our disputes -
e.g., in the ISS cleaners’ battle over
biometric booking on, he’s held meetings to
discuss where we want to go next. He has
let us run our own dispute and acted as a
guiding hand for what we’ve wanted to
do.    

Socialism
John is a socialist. He combines industrial
and political campaigns. John wants RMT’s
political campaigning to improve, e.g.
using our RMT Parliamentary Group more
effectively; pushing the Labour Party as it
challenges for government in 2015 to adopt
union policies like renationalising the
railway.

“Assessment”
Station supervisors have been “invited” to a
three-day event from September, where we
will essentially have to reapply for our jobs. 

LU wants us to believe the cuts are in-
evitable. Instead of fighting, it wants us to get
distracted by competing against each other. 

Vacancies
LU is not filling stations vacancies so it can
cut jobs more easily.    

We're over-worked. LU is denying people
who’ve passed recruitment for supervisor a
job that should be theirs. 

Short-term contracts
LU is offering Customer Service Assistant
jobs on a short-term, nine-month contract.
This is a step towards a casualised, insecure
workforce and CSAs on £23k.

TCR Ticket Office to Close?
Ticket sellers at Tottenham Court Road are
told they’ll be kicked out of the ticket office in
October, as part of the Crossrail upgrade. We
need to make sure LU doesn’t sneak TCR
ticket office closure through. 

How LU’s cuts are creeping in...



Since Monday 7
July, RMT
cleaners have
been locked out
by ISS for
taking official
industrial
action: refusing
to touch

biometric booking on machines.
Biometric booking on is a tool to

control workers and police immigration.
ISS has said it will share data with the
Home Office. At ACAS, ISS said it was
for “security”, i.e., to combat terrorism!
ISS doesn’t trust its staff. As most are
Ghanaian and Nigerian, there is more
than a hint of racism here.

ISS has not locked out cleaners who
have registered their biometric data with
ISS head office, but have subsequently
continued to book on using the old
method. This proves that the technology
is not about managing “time keeping”,
as ISS initially stated, it’s all about
obtaining data. 

Every LU worker must support this
battle. Technology is being tested on ISS
now, but it could come to all grades. LU
let this technology onto its premises
because it wants more automated
booking on to reduce staff. RMT should
enter into dispute with LU over its
complicity in this. Strike action on LU
and ISS should be co-ordinated.

Tubeworker argued that RMT should
agree to make payments to “locked out”
cleaners. London Transport Region has
agreed short term to sub cleaners £50
per day. The national union agreed a
one off payment of £50. RMT can afford
more than this. Cleaners are taking a
stand against a multinational company.
They need to be backed to the hilt. As
one said, “we don't want to feel like
sacrificial lambs”. Without maximum
RMT support, ISS will feel confident to
pick off and victimise those who have
taken action. 

It’s time to ramp up the
campaign. RMT could do more high
profile stunts; start naming and shaming
directors; spread propaganda to other
places where ISS has contracts; tell LU to
drop ISS.

To lock out workers for taking
official industrial action is an
aggressive, anti-union action. We all
need to show solidarity with the
locked-out ISS cleaners.    

CLEANERS GIVE BIOMETRIC
BOOKING-ON THE FINGER

What is Tubeworker?
Tubeworker is a rank-and-file socialist 

bulletin, published at least monthly, written by
Tube workers, for Tube workers. It is pub-

lished by the socialist group Workers’ Liberty,
but is produced in editorial meetings open to
all workers. Supporters from outside London 

Underground can help with public 
distribution. 
Email us at 

tubeworker@workersliberty.org

Tubeworker’s blog — daily updates
— workersliberty.org/twblog

Add “Tubeworker Bulletin” on 
Facebook, follow @Tube_Worker on

Twitter

Subscribe!
Want to get every issue of Tubeworker

(published at least monthly)? Send us your
addresss along with a tenner (cheques payable

to WL Bulletins)
Got a story for Tubeworker? We welcome 

reports and comments from all Tube workers.
Contact us: Workers’ Liberty, 20E Tower 

Workshops, Riley Road, London SE1 3DG, 
tubeworker@workersliberty.org

CLEANERS NOT
WELCOME?

“You can clean the room, but don’t
think about relaxing in it”.

This is the meaning behind signs
on the mess room at one location
which say only drivers are
welcome.  

That cleaners, the lowest paid
workers with the filthiest of jobs,
aren't welcome in a mess room or
kitchen shocks Tubeworker; we
hoped we’d overcome this
snobbery decades ago.

FEEL THE NOISE
LU is keeping stations open during major
construction work for station refurbs, despite
opposition from health and safety reps.

Without protective equipment, it’s
unbearable to work through the noise!

WOT NO KEYS?!
Some stations are so short of keys that CSAs
have to share.

It’s embarrassing and inconvenient to
borrow colleagues' keys to use the toilet!

Management won’t issue more keys because
some went missing in the past. 

Management shows its usual mistrust of
staff and treats us like children.

HOTTING UP...
Media scandal followed the discovery that a
Central Line train was hotter than the legal
maximum for transporting cattle.

Spare a thought for a CSA doing 2 hour
SATs duties. It’s not safe in this weather. 

LU has spent millions devising staff cuts
when it should have invested in air-con; only
40% of trains will have it by 2016.

We deserve to work, and our passengers
deserve to travel, in conditions at least as
good as we’d expect for cattle! 

MAJOR SAFETY INCIDENT AT
MILE END
On 26 July heavy blocks of concrete fell on the
track at Mile End.

The cause? Union reps are demanding to
find out. Vibration from track work is one
possibility. 

The service was resumed following a
cursory inspection by structural engineers and
no input from any H&S reps

The Mile End derailment took place on the
same stretch of track in 2007. Then, safety reps'
warnings were ignored too.

When will LU learn to listen to health and
safety reps’ concerns rather than run trains at
all costs?

WEEKEND
WOES
Spare a thought for
the staff, and
passengers, at
Bank/Monument at weekends.

The (massive) station is woefully
understaffed, with CSAs run off their
feet and "customers" struggling to
find the "step-fee access" the maps
promise them, as the gateline by the
lift landing is closed.

The company seems to still think
that because Bank is in the heart of
the City of London, it must be dead
at the weekend. Perhaps that was
true twenty years ago, but there's
been a huge increase in passenger
numbers since then.

Funny that management tell us
that we need to embrace change, but
when there is a change that
necessitates an increase in staff, they
are stuck firmly in the past.

Tubeworker is pleased to hear that
RMT locally is running a petition
for all staff to sign, calling for new
jobs to be created.

SODEXHO: ALL OUT
FOR PETRIT!

Canteen workers employed by
Sodexho will strike from 0630 to
1100 on Monday 4 August, to win re-
instatement for sacked union rep
Petrit Mihaj.

Sodexho is still refusing to give
Petrit his job back, despite his case
having been upheld by an Employ-
ment Tribunal which fully vindicated
his claim that he was sacked for his
trade union activities.

Sodexho workers: all out for Petrit
on 4 August!

Other workers: visit your local
Sodexho canteen, talk to staff, help
build support for the strike!


